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TEXTUAL FLUCTUATIONS AND COSMIC STREAMS: 
OCEAN AND ACHELOIOS* 

Abstract: According to the ancient commentaries, Iliad 21.195 was omitted by some sources, thereby making 
Acheloios, instead of Ocean, the origin of all waters, including the sea: the reasons for and the date of such a version 
of the text have been debated. In this paper I argue that the version without line 195 actually represents the earlier 
textual stage. This role of Acheloios is paralleled in the poem interpreted in the Derveni papyrus, and some features 
of Acheloios' cosmological function, as well as his iconography, find interesting parallels in the Near East. As a 'cos- 
mic' figure, Acheloios was in competition with Ocean, and is only rarely so represented in later preserved texts. His 
function as the origin of all fresh water and the source of all spriere s sngs was more persistent, probably due also to his 
cultic role in Dodona: this, too, is probably reflected in another ancient variant for the text of l. 16.234. 

1. THE TRANSMISSION OF ILIAD 21.195: OCEAN AND ACHELOIOS 

THE text of the Iliad is notoriously ungenerous in cosmogonic and cosmological details. Where 
these do occur (most of them are clustered around Books 14 and 15) they offer glimpses of a 
world somewhat different from the one that came into being and was described in the Hesiodic 

Theogony. 
One interesting and puzzling item is offered by Achilles in one of his exuberant war speeches. 

The whole first part of Book 21 builds up escalating provocations of the hero against 
Xanthos/Skamandros, and rivers in general, culminating in his physical confrontation with the 

river. First, he pursues the Trojans until they seek refuge, with their chariots, in the river itself; 
then he starts slaughtering them in the river, filling its streams with dead bodies and blood. It is 

by the river that he commits his most brutal killing, that of Lykaon, a naked suppliant. He throws 

Lykaon's body into the river, so that the fishes may eat him, and while insulting the corpse, adds 

that the river himself, in whose honour the Trojans had offered many sacrifices, shall not be cap- 
able of helping them. It is at this stage that we first hear of Xanthos' wrath at Achilles' behaviour. 

The hero's next adversary is Asteropaios, the grandson of another great river, the Macedonian 
Axios: his strength is increased by the Trojan river. He succeeds in slightly wounding Achilles, 
but is quickly killed by the Greek hero. Achilles delivers a vaunting speech over his body, the 

main target of which seems to be Xanthos himself, rather than the dead Asteropaios. The descen- 

dants of rivers, says Achilles, cannot compete with those of Zeus. The great river is explicitly 
defied: KaiC yap coi oTCoaiX;S y?e icapa g?yaSc;, Ei 6Dvaai TI / XpaotCuEiv. But it is not possible 
to compete with Zeus (vv. 194-9): 

T01 o6)8 KpE1iV 'AXEXO1to; i<o(papi?et, 
oi)68 paouppeiTao i&ya coevo; 'QKeavoio, 195 

0 o e7CEp 7avTES coroTaxoii K al 1a0a O OaXcaca 

Kai 7&GIat Kpfivai KaI (ppeiata CLaKpa vao'aLv 

a&XXa Kxal o; 8ei8oiK? Ati6; eydXoito CKepa)vov 
56E1V1v tcE ipovrriv, 0T' ar' oUpavoE)P v G6V apaYiacnril. 

* An oral version of this paper was presented as a talk of the relevant part of col. 23 of his forthcoming edition 

at the Department of the Classics of Harvard University of the Derveni papyrus, to B. Acosta-Hughes for revising 
in December 2002: I1 am grateful to the participants in the the English of a previous draft, to J.N. Bremmer for bib- 

discussion on that occasion. Thanks to F. Pomponio for liographical advice, to A.C. Cassio, M.S. Funghi and the 

precious advice on the Akkadian texts, to Prof. K. two readers for the JHS for important comments and con- 

Tsantsanoglou for sending me the text and commentary structive criticism. 
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not even powerful Acheloios is a match for him, 
nor the great strength of deep-flowing Ocean, 195 
from whom all rivers and the whole sea 
and all springs and the great wells flow; 
yet even he fears the lightning of Zeus the great, 
and his fearful thunder, when he roars from the sky. 

Achilles' defiant attitude is soon met by the river's reaction, and Xanthos will prove indeed to 
be a match for the mortal hero. 

In ancient times Achilles' digression on the origin of all streams and the sea, reported above 
as printed in most modem editions, was current in different textual shapes. Until 1890, all we 
knew was that 'somebody' (so the T scholia: tIV?(; o ypc(pouon TOv oxixov, OEkovteq ?4 

'AX?eXoiD poriv TOV yap aucTov 'QKeavOIt 'AX&Xit0v (paovG) or, more precisely, Zenodotos (so 
the A scholia: otn Zrv68oToS acxrOv OUK ?ypacpev) 'did not write' line 195, mentioning Ocean, 
so that the origin of all waters would have been Acheloios. 

It is basically due to chance that our knowledge about this issue spectacularly increased in the 
last decade of the nineteenth century. In 1891 J. Nicole published for the first time the scholia 
contained in a thirteenth-century manuscript, Genavensis 44, once belonging to Manuel 
Moschopoulos. In a few pages of this volume a much richer version of the scholia to Iliad 21 is 
preserved, which seems to go back to an early Imperial source, different from the one from 
which the other scholia originated. These give a different account of Zenodotos' position: ont 

Zrfv6oo ; os To) ov f0t?i EKE v apaq. The Ephesian scholar is not said 'not s to have written' the 

line, but to have 'athetized it, having taken it away'. The main verb 'athetized' implies that 
Zenodotos thought that the line was to be kept in the text with a marginal sign, the obelos, indi- 

cating that it did not really belong there. he participle ipaq, on the other hand, seems to imply 
straightforward omission, as possibly ovK iypa(p?v did.' In the Genavensis this latter verb is 
used to describe the position of another ancient scholar, the thenian Megakleides, an a late fourth- 

century follower of Aristotle, whose words are quoted verbatim: Cp"7oiov pe'ipov Lgi0ov 

'AXkEtoio, '? oix?p 6vT?S; RioTaxoi'", oTE xapkXucv TOv iEpl ToD QIKECaVO, 'which 
stream is greater than Acheloios, "from whom all rivers <flow>"?', followed by the conclusion 
'so that he omitted the line about Ocean' (F 4b in Janko (2000) 141). This last sentence is poten- 
tially ambiguous, and has sometimes been read as if Megakleides had intentionally omitted the 
line. His own wording, however, certainly implies that he did not know it, as he quoted this very 
passage in order to show that Acheloios is indeed the source of all rivers. The line, as we learn 
from the Genavensis, was defended by Krates of Mallos (fr. 29 Broggiato), as being in accord 
with his own theories about Ocean, which he notoriously argued were shared by the author of 
the Iliad. In this context he stated that there were 'some who deleted' (caCipoDvT?r;) the line. It 
has been argued that Krates did not know Zenodotos' work (cf. Broggiato (2001) 193-4). If he 
was referring to Megakleides (whom he quotes also elsewhere) he was, intentionally or not, mis- 
representing his position: he may have known, however, somebody else who, perhaps also on the 
basis of Megakleides, argued that 195 was to be omitted.2 

' On the terminological problems involved by the use This is certainly not Megakleides' position, and 
of oD ypadpeiv, aOe-rsiv, aipeiv and similar verbs, cf. Zenodotos' reason was not stated. The T scholia, in fact, 
Nickau (1977) 6-30; Montanari (1998) 7, 9. West (2001) probably simply reflect the explanation given by some of 
41 n.36 lists this passage among Zenodotos' omissions, the interpreters who read the text without 195, not the 
not among his atheteses. reason why somebody deleted the line: contra, Schmidt 

2 The T scholia state that 'some did not write the line, (1976) 114 and 117-18. 
on the ground that Ocean and Acheloios are the same'. 
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By a singular stroke of luck, a few years later, in 1899 a second-century AD fragmentary 
papyrus was published, with an extremely rich commentary on Iliad 21 (P Oxy. 221, now in the 
British Library), attributed by a note written transversely between columns 10 and 11 to one 
Ammonios. This offers material apparently going back, in part, to the same source as the 
Genavensis. The discussion on line 195 started in the lost portion of column 8, and occupies 
most of column 9, which is reasonably well preserved. This is by far the most complete ancient 
treatment of the issue available to us:3 

oaval [ ] ( )Ka[ ]. . a[ ( )] VKMae4a 

'AXE?o[ioD] apyupo6[i]vco, / t oi) naoa 
0adXka[oa". cK]Oi MeyaKXeiSq; 6' [?]v a' He- 
pi 'Ori[po]) ypdqpet- "ncoiov ?ei0po[v] g?0Eiov 
'AXeX)[4l]ou), 'E o{nrep rcdvTe; 7 XoT[a]toi';". 6 5 
EitvT[ot y'] 'ApiTapXoS 'OgLqpIKbvK aCtT[6]v 

ato0(p[aiv]et ra yap peD6tara e; 'K?av[o]i 
elvat. [ZX]euKO ; 5' tev e' ['Hp]aK?eia;' "tn&[q 
6' Enop[eX]T0] ; psi!aa 'A[X]e[w]io]o apyu[po-] 
6iva, / 'QKeavoD noTagtoio [6t'] eipeoS by[p]a 10 
KeX?D0Oa; . TOT:o 6? ? qpaiv?[t]v Kail nHv- 

&apov, XEyovca Tov ac6rY'tKKov K[da]Xa- 
[tov 'AzeXtoIo[u] bi[tI]v, &vzi [To]b i86aTo[;'] 
"npO6a0e ev '.; 'AXek0io'o [T]bv &oti[oTa-] 
Tov / E6coaTcia Kpdva MEX[a]v[6]s Te n[oT]a- 15 

io p5oal TpzEpov KdiXagOo[v" (ej]tpo; 
yoiv X,yeiv "QKFeavoi nT[aX]a Kpcdva[ ;]", 
nokXo0), TE 7tp6 Apb ijrlTpo[;] O?Etv 'A- 

X?iecotio, 
0 

ot advTcov n7o[Ta]gi6v ovo- 

ga 6 'AXEX1itoq ica[i] ?4 
i8a[oo;] 6 Kapn76;. 20 

"E(popos 6' 
? 

v 5 ' 
[(poai] [?6 [?]v Aco6vq(it) gl[av-] 

T(e)iov aXE86v 
? v a iaot Troi; X prlaLgoi; 

crpoCTaTtdzev 'AXek[bt]c(t) 0Etv, O 0e[v] 
To;s "EXXrivaS 7ca[v] i6 o[p] 7C'tiLov 
vogjiteiv 'AxeX&t[o]v 25 

The preserved portion first quotes at least two fragmentary hexameters to the effect that 
Acheloios was the origin of the whole sea. Then it goes on with the same quotation of 

Megakleides' words (F 4a in Janko (2000) 141), without the conclusion 'so that he omitted the 
line about Ocean' offered by the Genavensis. From the papyrus we also learn that Aristarchos 
defended the line on the ground that it is Ocean who is the source of all rivers.4 The rest of the 

column, to which I shall come back later, does not quote authorities attesting the presence or the 

3 The text is that of Erbse (1977) 93-4, apart from manuscript (R in van Thiel and West): Haslam (1997) 93 
11. 13-14, where I have integrated [ti6]v (i.'[Xl]v Erbse, n. 113 thinks that this omission 'seems more likely to be 
longius spatio), and where the papyrus has npoaOe inadvertent (perhaps due to homeomeson, -pet-) than 
(np6o0oa all the editors, but against Pindar's usage). For induced by scholium or siglum'; Apthorp (1980) 24 
a new text of 11. 1 and 8, cf below, pp. 20-1 and 30-1. thought of a homoiarchon as the cause of the omission. 

4 Aristarchos read o`-re instead of o)6i8 at either 195 The fact that Pausanias 8.38.10 calls Acheloios aipovra 
or at 194 or at both 194 and 195: with any of the two last T&v a&Xov tOTOCaov does not necessarily imply that he 
textual shapes, omission of 195 would be linguistically did not read 195: cf Apthorp (1980) 24-5. 
impossible. The line is omitted also in a twelfth-century 
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absence of the line, but rather parallels from authors who (1) identified Ocean and Acheloios; (2) 
attributed to Acheloios the origin of all fresh water; and (3) explained how the name of Acheloios 
came to be used for (fresh) water in general. 

Most of the modem discussion on this rich material has focused on the problem of whether 
the positions of the ancient critics quoted in the scholia are based on their knowledge of differ- 
ent textual forms actually circulating at their times, or on their conjectural activity. Very little 
work has been done in order to understand the implications the different textual forms of this 
passage may have had within the Iliad itself and within the various authors who seem to reflect 
one or the other of such forms. 

I shall dwell only very briefly on the first aspect of the problem: the tendency to read the 
ancient Homeric scholarship as exercising a purely conjectural, almost ludic approach to the text 
is exemplified at its extreme in the assessment of the discussion on 21.195 by M. van der Valk 
(1963-64) 2.364. He is convinced that 'Zenodotus of course knew that in the Tragedians 
'AXeX6cio; occurred in the meaning of "water . By omitting D 195 he could attribute this 
choice detail to Homer.' Now, we can only speculate about Zenodotos' reasons, since he appar- 
ently did not explain them in a written work. It is pretty obvious, however, that copies without 
195 were circulating in Megakleides' time, well before Zenodotos. In order to eliminate any sus- 
picion that Zenodotos' omission may not have been conjectural, van der Valk resorts to the des- 
perate hypothesis that Megakleides 'remembered the Homeric passage inaccurately and made a 
mistake of memory'. In his opinion, the unavoidable consequence of the line being absent in 
pre-Zenodotean manuscripts would be that '195 was interpolated in the period between 
Zenodotos and Arph. Byz., which is practically impossible'. He does not take into consideration 
that both textual forms, with and without 195, may have been circulating in the pre-Hellenistic 
period. 

Other discussions have been more balanced, and more favourable to Zenodotos.5 Janko 
(1992) 23 is of the opinion that 'Zenodotus apparently followed earlier practice in omitting vers- 
es he disliked or found difficult', though 'he certainly had MS authority for some of his omis- 
sions', including this one (where Janko refers to the absence of the line in Megakleides). But 
even so, suspicion still lingers upon his predecessor, Megakleides. According to Haslam (1997) 
73, who does not discuss our passage in this context, 'it seems reasonable to suppose that vers- 
es not included by Zenodotus were absent from at least some of his manuscripts; but even this is 
beyond proof, and there is always the possibility that he had more cavalier predecessors'. In our 
particular case, for example, Nickau (1977) 56 took into account the possibility 'dass Zenodot 
einer Konjektur des Megakleides folgte'. He admitted that this hypothesis is weak, but thought 
that it cannot be ruled out. More recently, Janko (2002b) 661 raises the question whether 
Megakleides' readings (including his omission of I. 21.195) 'depended on manuscript evidence, 
and whether such evidence, if it existed, in turn rested on alterations by rhapsodes who were per- 
forming according to a fixed text which they had memorized incorrectly'. 

In this context I am not particularly concerned with establishing the reasons behind 
Zenodotos' and Aristarchos' choices, and whether manuscript evidence was crucial or not for 
them. I think they did make use of manuscript evidence, but that this is no guarantee that their 
readings necessarily represent a much older tradition: every single case must be judged on its 
own merit.6 What I believe can be argued without much reasonable doubt is that the ancient 

5 Bolling (1925) 53, 188-9; Pasquali (1934) 226-7; according to West, 'deliberate abridgments of the texts', 
Rengakos (1993) 22. while 'some of them may represent the true text, where 

6 West (2001) 41 argues that Zenodotos' omissions interpolations have occupied the vulgate'. He includes 
(as opposed to his atheteses) and his variant readings all the omission of I. 21.195 in this second group, though 
derive from his use of a single manuscript, a fourth-cen- with a question mark, but in his Teubner edition (Leipzig 
tury rhapsode's copy. Some of these omissions are, 2000) he prints the line as genuine. 
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discussion on this passage provides us with ample evidence for inferring that the text read by 
Megakleides and Zenodotos was in circulation probably already in the Archaic period, and that 
there are good reasons to think that it may represent an earlier textual stage than the longer ver- 
sion, which supplanted it in the vulgata. 

The passage from the shorter version to the longer one is much easier to explain than the 
reverse. The most obvious reason for not thinking that Megakleides' and Zenodotos' omission was 
the result of conjectures is, as Nickau admitted, that the idea that Ocean is the origin of all the gods, 
or, indeed, of all things, is well known in the Iliad (14.201, 246, 302). Acheloios is known from 
Hesiod as one of Ocean's sons (Theog. 337-40): according to Akousilaos he was the eldest and the 
most venerated of them (FGrHist 2 F 1). While the fact that his name might stand for fresh water 
in general is referred back to Dodonean rituals by Ephoros, and is well attested in fifth-century 
Athenian drama and in Hellenistic epigrams, the idea that he may have been seen as the origin of 
the whole sea is much more surprising: for A. Lesky (1947) 81, it was unthinkable that Acheloios 
might have been seen as the origin of the whole sea. Richardson (1993) 69 is of the same opin- 
ion: 'the line is surely genuine. How could Akheloos be the origin of the whole sea?' 

2. ACHELOIOS IN THE DERVENI 'THEOGONY' 

And yet, as Pasquali clearly saw ((1934) 226-7), this idea was perfectly acceptable not only for 
Megakleides and Zenodotos, but also, at least, for the anonymous poet quoted at the top of col. 
9 in P Oxy. 221. The problem was, as Pasquali remarked, that it did not seem possible to date 
the author of these verses. 

In his time it was indeed very difficult to reconstruct the text transmitted by the London 
papyrus. Allen (1900) 17 tentatively attributed the verses to Xenophanes. Some of his hexa- 
meters (21 B 30) are quoted by the Genavensis in order to show that the sea is the origin of all 

water, including that carried by clouds, and of the winds. This has nothing to do with the posi- 
tion represented by the anonymous hexameters quoted in the papyrus, and the attribution, though 
duly quoted in the critical texts, has not been accepted in any edition of Xenophanes (see, most 

recently, Manetti and Montanari (1999)). Miller (1913) 18 has a very imaginative reconstruc- 
tion of the two lines as o'8te byai (vel Kiao ti) t' EvKareXsta 'AXeXoiouo apyapo6ivco / of oh 
inara Oa'aaooa, which he understands as meaning 'ich brachte zu Bett [in den Fluten] des 
Acheloos'. The line would have been uttered by some unknown hero who sarcastically speaks 
of his defeated adversaries as having been put to bed in the streams of great Acheloios, who cer- 

tainly had plenty of room for them. Powell includes the lines in his Collectanea Alexandrina 

among the unattributed hexameters (ep. adesp. 5, p.79), and suggests that the context may have 
been a catalogue (in the first person) of the world's rivers. Very little has been done on these 
lines since then.7 It is only recently that an important new clue for the identification of these 
verses has become available, in the form of another papyrus text.8 The first of the two frag- 
mentary verses, which in the London papyrus are to be read as 

]vaxa[ ]fyK(ca?Xea / 'AXeXoioui apyupo8iveco 
EC 0o Tcaoa odayaoa 

7 Hopkinson (1984) 92 attributes the fragment to a Derveni papyrus, before finding Tsantsanoglou's revised 

'HpdKkeua, adding that 'presumably the context is readings of both texts in Bernabe (2000) 59-61. I wish to 
Heracles' journey to the Hesperides'. This seems to thank Prof. Tsantsanoglou, who has kindly sent me the 
derive from a confusion between this fragment and the relevant portions of his forthcoming edition. The new 
other two hexameters from a 'HpiaKXEta quoted later on reading is now adopted also by Janko (2002a) 46, who 
in the papyrus, and attributed to Panyassis (quoted asfr. has independently checked the London papyrus: Janko 
28 Matthews in the same note by Hopkinson). (2001) 30 was still based on the previous reading of the 

8 I had checked the reading in the London papyrus Derveni text, and did not yet take into account the identi- 
and concluded that it was quoting the same line as the fication of the two quotations. 
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1 ]v ] X Grenfell and Hunt (1899) 63, Powell (1925) 79, Erbse (1977) 93; ]v Grenfell and Hunt (1904) 261, 

Tsantsanoglou, Janko (2002a) 46 / E]y: ]K H in linea, ]v H supra lineam legi (litt. in rasura [K] legit etiam Janko 

(2002a) 46): legendum ?]yKaeeXc' 'AXecXiouv, 

is, as has been seen by K. Tsantsanoglou, practically identical to one of the lines from the Orphic 
'Theogony' interpreted in col. 23 of the Derveni papyrus. Previous reconstructions of the rele- 
vant portions of this papyrus, too, did not prove entirely reliable,9 and prevented its identifica- 
tion with the first verse quoted in the London papyrus. Only very recently has a revised tran- 

script of the relevant portion been published. The line now reads: 

ivoca 6' eyKacT[e]AE]' 'AXEXcoio-o py[p]o6ive[o. 

In the Orphic poem the subject of the third-person verb is Zeus. The first person in the Homeric 

commentary is probably due to a faulty resolution of the elided form when the scribe divided the 
verse between two lines, perhaps also misled by the alpha at the beginning of the following word. 

There can be no doubt that the two lines were in fact identical. On the other hand, to estab- 
lish whether the two papyri are referring to the same verse of the same poem is quite a different 
issue. Orphic Zeus was known to have created the whole world out of himself after having swal- 
lowed his predecessor, incorporating in this way everything that had been previously created. A 
similar act of creation may be safely attributed to the creative reprocess of the 'Orphic' cosmo- 
gonic poems themselves. It is clear on the basis of the available evidence that such poems were 
'recreated' several times every time making large use of material from their predecessors. 
Several scholars treat this phenomenon as having produced a limited number of discrete 

'Theogonies', and have struggled in the attempt to reconstruct them (in the first place West 

(1983)). One may perhaps wonder whether such discrete 'Theogonies' were not simply some of 
the most influential avatars of the same continuously self-generating iepol koyoi. The situation 
has recently been described by M.S. Funghi (in Laks and Most (1997) 29, after Detienne (1989) 
113-15) in these terms: 'what remains of ["Orphic"] literature reveals an inclination not to cryst- 
allise the written discourse but rather perpetuate an "open" text (and one whose vitality until the 
end of paganism may have depended precisely upon its receptivity), one capable of being "con- 
taminated" and at the same time able on its own to permeate different religious modes'. This 
attitude also implies the need for continuously updated exegetical operations, as for example in 
the Derveni prose text. Being constantly updated, every version of the iepol o6yoi was bound 
sooner or later to be supplanted by a more recent one. 

We may, nonetheless, attempt to pinpoint the chronological level of the poem referred to by 
the Homeric commentary. If the material preserved in the extant Iliad scholia is a reliable basis 
for comparison, Hellenistic scholars did not usually adduce materials from the Orphic cos- 

mogonic poems in their attempt to establish and explain the text of Homer. In the whole corpus 
included in Erbse's edition, 'Orphic' material is exceedingly scarce and no quotation from the 

cosmogonic poems is preserved.'0 In the fifth and fourth centuries, on the other hand, recourse 
to both sets of texts seems to have been fairly common in exegetical practice. The most striking 
case is the Derveni author himself, who adduces Homeric lines as if they belonged to the same 
author of the cosmogonic poem, Orpheus. He cannot, of course, have attributed the Homeric 
poems to Orpheus, but he may well have known that the same verses occurred in texts attributed 

9 Cf. ZPE 47 (1982) * 11, where it was transcribed as 10 On the anonymous quotation in the scholia to 
Iva; 6' ey a[ ... ca]a' 'AXEXCoiot (sic: leg. 'AXexoniou) 13.589 (T) = fr 291 Kem (KaOapgoi) with two extra 
apyu[p]o5ivY[co]. For the verb in the central lacuna verses, cf. West (1983) 14-15. The scholia to 18.570 cl 
almost everybody has accepted West's EyKQT2?aoo'. (T) mention a qxxaipa attributed to Orpheus: cf. West 

(1983) 33 and n.99. 
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to Orpheus, and thought that Homer must have been the borrower.11 A strong interest in Orphic 
matters has been recognized also in the fragments of one of the earliest Homeric scholars, 
Stesimbrotos of Thasos, active around the last quarter of the fifth century, who has been men- 
tioned, also for this reason, as the possible author of the Derveni text.12 

I would argue that the quotation from the Orphic iep6o; X6yo; did not come to the Homeric 
commentator of P Oxy. 221 as a first-hand quotation of some Hellenistic scholar, but that it went 
back to an earlier discussion of the Homeric passage, which may well even be roughly contem- 

porary with the Derveni text, if not dating back to the fifth century. It is perhaps not insignifi- 
cant that this quotation came before the quotation of Megakleides (dated to the late fourth cen- 

tury): it may have been preceded by the name of the ancient authority who had adduced it.13 If 
this is correct, the verse would belong, if not exactly to the poem discussed in the Derveni 

papyrus, to some roughly contemporary or not much later version. It is possible, of course, that 
such verses, or similar successors, may have found their place also in some later form of the 
iepol o6yot. Servius' commentary on Verg. Georg. 1.8 quotes Orpheus as authority for the 
ancient use of Acheloios as a general noun for water (fr. 344 Kern). Murgia has argued that in 
this passage Orpheus is a scribal mistake for Ephorus, who is indeed quoted as authority on this 
issue by both the London papyrus and, more fully, by Macrob. Sat. 5.18.6 (FGrHist 70 F 20a).14 
The fact that Acheloios has turned up in an Orphic text, where the Derveni author understands it 

as an equivalent for water, makes this conjecture rather implausible. It remains open whether 

Servius, or his source, was referring to a contemporary i?po6; 6oyo;, or had found the quotation 
at the beginning of some older doxography, with Orpheus being cited at the start of the list as the 

most ancient author. The ultimate source may, after all, have been the same as that of the London 

papyrus. 
In any case, the context of the two lines in the iep6b; Xoyo; must have been cosmogonic, and, 

while we cannot be completely certain that the Derveni poem went on with the same line as in 

verse 2 of P. Oxy. 221, this is far from being unlikely. Further corroboration may come from the 

Derveni text itself, where the Acheloios line is preceded by another one representing Zeus in the 

act of creating Ocean with his mind. The verse has been reconstructed by West (1983) 115, on 
the basis of its constituent elements quoted in the prose paraphrase, as Itloao 8' 'QKaicvolo 

gti?ya o0?voS; E pi) P?ovTo;, 'and he (sc. Zeus) contrived the great strength of wide-flowing 
Ocean', a verse produced from the same formulaic mould as II. 21.195 and 18.607 (and e?pi 

ptbovtzo occurs four times in the same sedes in the Iliad, always of Asteropaios' grandfather, the 
river Axios: once a few lines before our passage, in 21.186). The Derveni author has the unusual 

11 Cf also PBerol. 13044 (first century BC, date of 
the prose text unknown), where parts of the Homeric 

Hymn to Demeter are quoted as belonging to Orpheus. 
12 See Burkert (1986). For a somewhat different 

assessment, cf Janko (1997) 72-5: the whole article sur- 

veys a number of fifth-century authors interested in the 

interpretation of the Orphic poems. 
13 One of the JHS readers has suggested that the lines 

preceding Megakleides' quotation might have been cited 

by Megakleides himself. I would assume that the scho- 
liast quoted first his source and then the author(s) cited by 
that source, as happens, for example, in the case of 
Seleukos, Panyassis and Pindar in 11. 8ff. of the same col- 
umn (discussed below, ?? 5-6), though the reverse would 
be quite possible. There are no other quotations from 

Orphic literature in Megakleides, but this is hardly sur- 

prising, given the scantiness of what is preserved. The 

interest in Orphic poems in late fourth-century Athens is 
shown, for example, by the fact that Philochoros 
(FGrHist 328 F 185, quoted by Philodemos) cited from 
the Orphic hymns the same line (fr. 398 Bernabe) 
referred to in the Derveni papyrus, col. 22.11f. (cf. 
Obbink (1994)): I would be less certain about Obbink's 

assumption that Philochoros also knew the Derveni 
'commentary' (cfJ Robertson (2003) 232-3 n.3). Obbink 

(1994) 130-1 also draws attention to the possible use of 
the (presumably Orphic) 'Iepoi Aoyoi by the Attic histo- 
rian Kleidemos (FGrHist 323 F 25), quoted in the same 
Philodemos passage. 

14 Murgia (1970) 189 and n.ll. The Orpheus quota- 
tion in Servius is traced back to a richer version of the 
Iliadic scholia by Muhmelt (1965) 114, rightly, as it turns 
out (but such a version does not necessarily belong, in my 
opinion, to the D-scholia). 
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allegorical explanation of Ocean as a&tp, this being, in its turn, identified with Zeus himself.15 
Such a daring equation, followed by the more usual one between Acheloios and water, would 
have been much easier if the latter was seen as the source of all waters in the next line, dis- 

charging Ocean from this task. 
The Orphic text turns out to be doubly relevant for the discussion of 11. 21.194-5: it shares 

with the shorter version the unique identification of Acheloios with the origin of sea and of all 
waters; and it shares with the longer version the coexistence of Ocean and Acheloios in two con- 
secutive lines. 

3. ZEUS AND THE 'SINEWS' OF ACHELOIOS: A NEAR EASTERN BACKGROUND? 

It is necessary, therefore, to follow two different threads. The first problem is to investigate the 
traces of the Archaic Acheloios, seen as the origin of every stream and of the sea itself. A further, 
if more speculative, problem is the quest for the source of such a tradition (?3). The second is to 
delineate the equally ancient attempts to reconcile the presence of this figure with the concurrent 
one of Ocean. The two textual shapes of the Iliad passage and the cosmogonic lines from the 
Orphic iepoi koyoi represent different solutions which had an impact on later authors (??4-5). 

Let us look first at the Iliad passage in its shorter textual version. This envisages a contra- 
position between the weather-god, with his lightning and thunder, and Acheloios, a supernatural 
being described as the origin of all water and the sea, who, in spite of his greatness, is frightened 
by Zeus's power. The idea that Ocean might have been represented as feeling threatened by Zeus 
finds no parallel in the way this god was s usually portrayed in ancient cosmogonic thought. He 
was a character super partes, who never took active part in any dispute among the gods. He was, 
technically, a Titan in Hesiod and in later Orphic iepol koyoi. Nevertheless in Hesiod he did not 
take part in the struggle between the Titans and the Sons of Kronos, and sent his daughter Styx 
to Zeus's succour. In the Orphic Rhapsodies he does not join his brothers in their plot to over- 
throw Ouranos (fr 135 Kern). This lack of involvement in the gods' matters is reflected also in 
Iliad 20.7: when Zeus summons all the gods to the assembly, Ocean is the only one who does 
not turn up.16 Things are different with the combative Acheloios, his struggle with Herakles, 
Zeus's son, being his best known appearance in mythological tradition. The shorter version of 
our passage in Iliad 21, too, has been seen as possibly reflecting the tradition of an ancient antag- 
onism between Acheloios and Zeus. 7 

Acheloios' mention in the Orphic i?poS; oyos is particularly cryptic. The inclusion of his 
i?; in the world, as the origin of the sea, stands out as the only physical operation in a series of 
creative acts stemming from Zeus's ilut";. The image is striking, and requires explanation. In 
his translation of the Derveni text, Janko (2001 ) follows Tsantsanoglou's suggestion in taking the 
expression ivac; ... 'AXcXoioou as a periphrasis indicating 'the might of silver-swirling 
Acheloios'.18 Laks and Most (after West (1983) 92) understand the words as meaning 'the 
sinews of silver-eddying Achelous'.'9 Both translations are, in a way, correct. The first one is 

15 'This verse has been composed in a misleading 16 On Ocean's peculiar role among the Titans, cf: 
way, and is obscure to most people, but to those who Bremmer (2003) 42. 
comprehend it aright it is obvious that "Ocean" is Air and 17 Fontenrose (1959) 232-3. 
that Air is Zeus. Hence one Zeus did not "contrive" 18 Janko (2001) 30: 'he put in the might of silver- 
another Zeus, but he himself contrived "great strength" swirling Acheloiis'. Cf. Tsantsanoglou in Laks and Most 
for himself. But those who do not comprehend it suppose (1997) 20 n.58: 'and he placed therein the forceful silver- 
that "Ocean" is the river, because (Orpheus) added the eddying Achelous'. 
epithet "wide-flowing". But (Orpheus) indicates his own 19 Followed now by Janko (2002a) 47: 'he laid in it 
opinion in everyday and colloquial words. For people say the sinews of silver-whirling Acheloiis'. 
that those who have great power among mankind have 
"wide influence"' (translation from Janko (2002a) 47). 
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based on the probably later use of '' 'AeXwiou) as a periphrasis for indicating the Elponia 
Kpava in ind. fr. 249b S.-M., quoted by the grammarian Seleukos in the same column of the 
London papyrus. There is no doubt that Pindar understood this as an equivalent of 'the strength 
of Acheloios', since he varies the image in another poem (a prosodion, fr. 52v.9-10), where a 
'sacred little spring' (perhaps Kanathos, near Nauplia) is called aXKav 'AXEXioo).20 Its ultimate 
origin may go back to the epic periphrastic use of 'v;, Pi1l and similar nouns, followed by a gen- 
itive of a noun (cf., in particular, '; ioraglioto of Xanthos/Skamandros in i. 21.356). 

This image is certainly lurking behind the line in the Orphic poem: its Greek text, however, 
cannot be simply understood in this way. The Greek word 'i; ('strength') is frequently used in 
the nominative and in the instrumental i(pt, and only thrice in the accusative (II. 5.245, 7.269, Od. 
9.538), where the form iv, though always followed by a vowel, does not seem to stand, from an 
etymological point of view, for elided iva. The nasal is the desinence of the accusative and does 
not belong to the root, which is the same as Latin vis (accusative vim). It is only in later lexico- 
graphic sources that the word is connected to a root -iv.21 At least from Homeric epic onwards, 
on the other hand, another almost homophonic, and probably etymologically connected word 
was current, both in singular and plural: i; (genitive iv6o, and plural nominative iv?;), its mean- 
ing roughly corresponding to 'sinew'. Both for a Greek poet of this age and for his public, the 
words tvaS ... 'AXeXoiou would unavoidably evoke the meaning 'the sinews of Acheloios'. It is 
plausible, of course, that the homophony between the two words, and the structural role of 
'sinews' in the body, may have easily led to a semantic overlap.22 Pindar says that Achilles 'pre- 
pared a bridge for the Atreidai's return, and freed Helen, having cut out Troy's sinews', TpoiaS 
ivac ?KTaXcRtOV (Isthm. 8.52-3). The 'sinews' are identified in the following verses as 'the strength 
of Memnon, high-minded Hector and the other heroes': there is no doubt that both senses are con- 
tributing to the image, but the use of the verb ?KT?nVetIV makes clear that the starting point 
remains the concrete 'sinews'. In the Orphic iep; X6yo;, too, Acheloios' are, at the i a same 
time, the god's sinews and the springs that derive from him. 

The image of the rivers seen as Acheloios' sinews is unusual. West ((1983) 92 n.39) com- 
pares it to that used by Choirilos (probably the tragedian, TrGF 2 F 3), who called the rivers 
yi; pXp??;, 'Earth's veins'. There are, however, two important differences. First, the use of the 
veins, which usually convey a liquid substance, as a metaphor for 'rivers' is much more natural 
than one involving the v?e;, which, judging from the use of the word in the Archaic period, indi- 
cate the 'tendons' or 'sinews'. Secondly, and more importantly, Choirilos sees the veins as part 
of Earth's body (just as infr. 2 the mountains are described as her bones): this implies that the 

20 On this passage, and on the whole poem, cf: 
D'Alessio (2004) 115-21. 

21 The only occurrence, to my knowledge, of a form 
unequivocally connected to the root iv- with the mean- 
ing 'strength' other than in lexicographical explanations 
has come to light very recently in Posidippus 21.1 
Austin-Bastianini. The text as printed by the editors (vri' 
Kao0?eXXKORLVl ndavxa ctoqo; ivi qpavfir(o / i'pn) gives 
impossible Greek (x?4o; plus dative, 'all full of strength' 
in Austin's translation). nkXoq; itself is a correction, the 
reported reading of the papyrus being i?Xeov: against 
Gronewald's defence of this reading, cf Austin and 
Bastianini (2002) ad loc. The reproduction of the 
papyrus gives the impression that the traces may well be 
read as /cdvra 7cX6ov, perhaps to be understood as 'on the 
occasion of every voyage' rather than 'quando la nave e 

tratta in mare per un intero viaggio' (so Lapini (2000) 38- 
9, who proposes the reading as a conjecture, and not as a 
possible interpretation of the traces). It is very possible 
that Posidippus innovated (or followed some predeces- 
sor), basing this form on current intepretations of 
Homeric lv plus following vowel as an elided iva: ivi 
(pavl'rco, however, does not strike me as a felicitous 
expression, and I wonder whether the text may not be 
corrupt. 

22 Shipp (1961) 34-6 argues that the formation of the 
plural stem, extended with the nasal ('sinews'), out of the 
singular defective form ('strength'), is a Greek innova- 
tion. For an opposite semantic development, cf., e.g., 
Latin nervus, Italian 'nerbo', and English 'sinews'. Cf. 
also Hajnal (1995) 140-7. 
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Earth is imagined as a body, and the rivers are compared to the veins of that body.23 In the Orphic 
poem the situation is different: the sinews belong to Acheloios and it is Zeus who inserts them 
into his creation.24 

In the shorter version of the Iliadic passage Acheloios, the god identified with the source of 
the whole sea and all the rivers, is represented as feeling menaced by the lightning and the thun- 
der of Zeus. In the Orphic poem we find that Zeus uses parts of the body of the same divinity 
in order to create the rivers. Both features find very close parallels in Near Eastern cosmogonic 
texts. 

The main subject of the Akkadian epic poem Enuma elis is the struggle between the god 
Marduk, who thanks to this feat becomes the ruler of the other gods, and the primeval divinity 
Tiamat, the Sea (and, after her defeat, also the origin of the great Mesopotamian rivers).25 It is 
to be dated some time in the second millennium, and undoubtedly was one of the most celebrat- 
ed poetic works in the Near East. Its annual recitation or re-enactment was part of the 'Temple 
Programme for the New Year's Festivals at Babylon' until a very late period, as we know from 
two tablets of the Seleucid period (ANET 331-4, p. 332). In this poem Marduk is portrayed as a 
god of storm: apart from other weapons, he 'put lightning in front of him, his body was filled 
with an ever-blazing flame' (4.39-40).26 He is accompanied by several terrible winds and torna- 
does, and his chariot is called 'Storm-chariot' (4.50). He defeats Tiamat thanks to the 'imhullu- 
wind' and shoots her with an arrow (4.96-104). With parts of her corpse Marduk creates several 
elements of the world. This creation involves first 'severing the arteries of her blood, making 
the North Wind carry it off in a secret place (or as good news)' (4.13 1-2), after which 'he divid- 
ed the monstrous shape and created marvels (from it)' (4.136). The most interesting feature for 
our purpose is the creation of the two great Mesopotamian rivers: 'He opened the Euphrates and 
the Tigris in her eyes' (5.55). In this case, too, the streams are created out of part of the body of 
the god. In Akkadian, as is usual in Semitic languages, the same word means both 'eye' and 
'spring': this offers a further parallel with the Greek text, where the image is based on the 
double meaning of the word. I shall come back to this problem later. A further feature shared 
by Acheloios and Tiamat is attested not in Enuma elis (which is, anyway, fragmentary in the 
relevant portion of Tablet 5) but in a seventh-century tablet by the chief exorcist of the city of 
Assur, where several mythical items are given ritual esoteric interpretation. It is from this text 
that we learn that Marduk also broke Tiamat's horns,27 an episode comparable to the effect of 
Herakles' fight against Acheloios, where the Greek hero broke one of the god's horns. 

23 For the rivers seen as the veins of Earth, within a 
wider comparison between the Earth and the human 
body, cf also [Hippocr.] De hebdomadibus 6.1, De victu 
4 (= De insomniis) 90.4, and the Zoroastrian cosmologi- 
cal work of the Greater Bundahishn chapter 28; Kranz 
(1938); West (1971), particularly 378, 386-7. 

24 In another myth, located between Cilicia and Mt 
Kasion, and attested only in [Apollod.] Bibl. 1.6.3 and 
Nonn. Dion. 1.492-3 and 510-16, Typhon/Typhoeus tem- 
porarily deprives Zeus himself of his sinews (veipa); for 
the motif, cf Rocchi (1980) with previous bibliography. 

25 A struggle between the weather-god (b'l) and the 
Sea (ym) is also present in Ugaritic texts, where a cos- 
mogonic interpretation seems, however, unlikely: cf 
Caquot et al. (1974) 114-17; Wakeman (1973) 37-42, and 
56-82, on the Sea-Monster in the Old Testament; Day 
(1985) 7-18 thinks that there was a further Canaanite 
myth, alluded to but not fully related in any extant text, 
where the conflict did have cosmogonic value, and that it 

has influenced the OT passages; the lack of any cos- 
mogonic connection is stressed once again by Bordreuil 
and Pardee (1993) 69. A Western Semitic origin for the 
Babylonian myth had been supposed by Jacobsen (1968), 
and the victory of the storm-god Addu on the Sea, 
Temtum, is now attested for eighteenth-century Aleppo: 
cf Durand (1993). For evidence of a similar myth in 
Hurrian (and Hittite) texts, cf Rutherford (2001), with 
previous bibliography: the myth involves the god Tessup 
and may take place by Mt Ujazzi, corresponding to 
Ugaritic Sapan and Greek Kasion; in these texts, too, 
there seems to be no evidence of a link between the god's 
conflict with the Sea and the creation of (parts of) the 
world out of the body of the defeated enemy. 

26 Translations are based on Dalley (2000), with 
occasional slight modifications. 

27 The text in Livingstone (1989) n.39 rev. 14, 99- 
102, 101. This same tablet offers a peculiar cosmologi- 
cal theory that, according to Burkert (1994), may have 
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It does not seem that Tiamat, in spite of her horns, had been imagined as resembling 
Acheloios' usual iconography. The Greek god was represented as a bull with a human face, head 
or torso, but with bull's horns and ears, and a bison-like beard. Tiamat herself does not seem to 
have been the object of representation in Mesopotamian art. She must in any case have had some 
animal features, since she also had a tail.28 That Acheloios' iconography is derived from 
Mesopotamian models, on the other hand, has been evident since the very first moment when 
Western archaeologists caught sight of the monumental figures of human-headed bulls protect- 
ing the gates of Neo-Assyrian royal palaces. It has been difficult, however, to trace any func- 
tional relationship between the Greek water-god and his oriental model (cf. Isler (1970) 93). 
Now, if it is still difficult to trace any mythological background for the door-guardian figures rep- 
resenting bulls and lions on four legs with human bearded heads,29 much progress has recently 
been made for the identification and interpretation of another bull/man type widespread in 

Mesopotamia, that of the combative standing horned man-headed bull/bison (cf. Wiggermann 
(1986) 103-4, 263-7, 303-14). This type also was erected with apotropaic function in Neo- 

Assyrian temples,30 though these were mostly metal figures which, with very few possible 
exceptions, have not been preserved. It appears also in a series of clay figurines which were used 
in exorcistic rituals, described in several tablets. Thanks to these texts, his name has been rec- 

ognized as that of the Akkadian kusarikku (Sumerian GUD.ALIM), a mythological figure close- 

ly connected with Tiamat. He belongs to a series of, usually, eleven heroes or monsters defeat- 
ed by either the god NingirsuNinurta or, later, by Marduk, and brought as trophies tto decorate 
the temple of the god, an aition of the presence of such figures in the decoration of the buildings. 
Most of them appear in Enuma elis as 'the eleven creatures that Tiamat created' (Wiggermann 
(1986) 268-85). Their connection with the sea-goddess is probably to be explained within the 

theological background which led eventually to the composition of Enuma elis, and whose main 
function is that of investing Marduk with the role of king of the gods, by transferring to him sev- 
eral features previously belonging to other gods (in this case, Ninurta). It is, however, likely that 
the bull/man was connected with the primeval sea already at an earlier stage, since the hymnic 
prologue of the Standard Babylonian Version of the Anzu epic poem tells that the god Ninurta 
'slew the kusarikku in the midst of the sea' (1.12), ina qirib tdmti: the word indicating the sea, 
tdmti, genitive of tdmtu(m), is a different spelling of the name of Tiamat, the Sea. 

Also in Enuma elis the eleven creatures, including the kusarikku, become images to be dis- 

played in the Apsu, the cosmic model of Marduk's temple: Marduk 'made images of them and 

had them set up at the door of the Apsu. "Let this be a sign that will never be forgotten".' A 
Greek version of the episode is preserved, going back to the early third century BC Babylonian 
writer Berossos (FGrHist 680 F 1, fr. 12 Schnabel), who includes also tzacpou; avOpdcnov 
K?(paaS; eiXovTaS among Tiamat's creatures and adds that their images were set up 
(avaK?icoa al) in the temple of BiXoS; (Marduk). 

inspired Anaximander: cf also Burkert (1999) 53-5. It is 29 It seems that these colossal figures may have been 

quoted as a parallel to the Derveni prose text by West indicated with the general noun dALAD dLAMMA: cf 
(1997b) 88-9, who also draws attention to the similarity Engel (1987) 13-15. The representation of the reclining 
between its subscription formula 'secret of the great human-faced bison in third-millennium Near Eastern fig- 
gods. One who knows may show it to one who knows; urines is remarkably similar to that of the reclining human- 
one who does not know must not see it' and the first line faced bull attested later in the Western Mediterranean: cf. 
of the Orphic iepbo; koyo; (as well as a passage of Isler (1981) 31. The mythological background of this 

Hippocrates, Law 5). It must be said, however, that such third-millennium type is not altogether clear (for a recent 

subscriptions are fairly common in many kinds of assessment, cf. Hansen (2001), who defines this too as a 
Akkadian tablets, including technical texts, and do not kusarikku and connects it with a solar cult), and is not 

necessarily suggest an initiatory context. necessarily relevant for the influence of its successors on 
28 For speculations on her appearance, cf. Reynolds first-millennium Greek iconography. 

(1999) 374. 30 Cf. Engel (1987) 90-1; Wiggermann (1986) 269-70. 
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The appearance of the kusarikku among Ninurta's Slain Heroes provides a further link with 
the best known story of Greek Acheloios, since it has recently been argued by several scholars 
that Ninurta's cycle may have in some way served as a model for that of Herakles' labours.31 In 
this context, it has been suggested that the fight with the kusarikku may have inspired that with 
the Cretan Bull.32 Even if it was not included in the canon of the Twelve Labours, I would sug- 
gest that his defeat of Acheloios may perhaps offer a closer comparison. 

Acheloios seems to have been deeply rooted in Greek cultic practice and imagery from at 
least the seventh century BC.33 It would be far-fetched to attribute such an effect only to the suc- 
cessful spreading of an oriental mythical and iconographic inspiration. It is very likely that the 
connection between rivers and bulls was part of Greek tradition well before any influence of 
Near Eastern models. I would argue that it may actually have triggered such an influence. 
Wilamowitz was of the opinion that Acheloios represented the true 'Hellenic' tradition of a 
water-god, later supplanted by the 'oriental' newcomer Ocean (Wilamowitz (193 1-32) 1.93, 189- 
90, 219). This hypothesis is certainly reasonable if we look at the actual cultic practice, where 
Ocean scarcely found any place at all. On the basis of the comparative evidence, however, I 
would suggest that the mythological features of Archaic Acheloios, as well as his iconography, 
seem to be as oriental as those of his rival. 

In this context the unusual image regarding Acheloios in the Orphic theogony may become 
easier to understand. The comparison involves not only structural typology (the use of parts of 
the body of the god who represents the origin of water in a cosmogonic context) but can be 
extended to a striking lexical parallelism, perhaps too striking to be just a coincidence. In Enuma 
elis 5.55 the act by which Marduk creates the Tigris and the Euphrates is expressed by the words 
iptema ina Tnisa (IGIii-sa) idPuratta idlglata, 'and he opened in her eyes the Euphrates, the 
Tigris'. The word meaning both 'eye' and 'spring' is Akkadian mu: its root, in-, is identical in 
sound to that of the root iv- used in the Orphic text with a similar double meaning. In the same 
seventh-century explanatory work quoted above for Tiamat's 'horns', the similarity is even more 
evident: idIglatu inan (IGIii) imittas'a idPurattu ndan (IGIii) sumeldaa, 'the Tigris her two right 
eyes, the Euphrates her two left eyes'.34 One may easily wonder whether the choice of Greek ives 
may not have originally been influenced by the double meaning present in Akkadian indn.35 

31 Cf Cooper (1978) 141-54; van Dijk (1983) 1.11- 
19; Burkert (1987) 14-19; Brenk (1991) 507-26; West 
(1997a) 467-70. 

32 West (1997a) 471. 
33 Paus. 1.41.2 mentions an altar in his honour erect- 

ed by Theagenes of Megara, after he had diverted a local 
stream. His image becomes popular in figurative arts in 
the course of the sixth century. In some cases we may be 
confident that this iconography was meant to depict 
Acheloios as source of all fresh water, while in other con- 
texts it was perhaps more probably attached to local 
river-gods. On the whole issue, cf Isler (1970); Weiss 
(1984) (with Isler's review, Gnomon 62 (1990) 661-3), 
Weiss (1988); Costabile (1991) 195-226; Carroccio 
(2000); Mussini (2002); Currie (2002). 

34 The same text as n.27 above, in Livingstone (1986) 
82; id. (1989) n.39, rev. 3, 101: the double dual, as in 
Ebeling (1931) 35 - Livingstone has the singular- is 
based on another passage of the same tablet, where 
Tiamat is described as having four eyes and four ears. 

35 Note that the spelling nu is the Babylonian one, 
while Assyrian had enu: in Akkadian there is no phone- 
mic opposition between the two sounds (cf von Soden 
(1995) 11 and 16). 

A connection between the same two roots is found 
also in the Old Testament: cf, e.g., Genesis 7.11: mD nn 
ni , Y)-bD (kl-mjynvt thvm: n&mot ai nnl cyai Tl 
&paooou), Ps. 74.15 and Prov. 8.24.2. In all three cases 
thvm, etymologically cognate to Tiamat, is connected to 
mjyn, a derivative of jyn, the same root as Akkadian inu. 
It may perhaps be argued that the 'borrowing' took place 
in a Western Semitic context: we have to imagine that the 
intermediary was a lost text, not, in any case, texts from 
the OT tradition, where only the derivate mjyn is attest- 
ed in this context. North-western Syria (cf above, n.25) 
would be a promising location for contacts with the 
Greek world. In the present state of knowledge, howev- 
er, the cumulative evidence for the parallels with the 
Acheloios story seems to point to Mesopotamia. 
Moreover, the close similarity with the Mesopotamian 
lexical form (i.e. without the first radical consonant, since 
'ayn' has disappeared) suggests that Akkadian texts may 
have been involved. If this hypothesis is correct, the bor- 
rowing, which presupposes pronouncing ive; without the 
initial digamma, must have taken place in an Ionian 
milieu (I owe this last point to A.C. Cassio). 
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A direct influence of Akkadian literature on Archaic Greek epic poems has been convincingly 
suggested by several scholars in the last few years. The most recent collection of possible bor- 

rowings and contacts is to be found in Burkert (1992) 88-129 and 200-17 and West (1997a), who 
does not focus, however, on the Orphic tradition, for which some material was provided by West 

(1983). Burkert has argued that another part of an Orphic poem, the story of the creation of men 
from the soot produced out of the defeated Titans, stricken by Zeus's thunderbolt, may have been 
influenced by a similar story in Enuma elis, where men are created out of the killed hostile god 
Qingu, and that the name of the Titans may be connected with the Akkadian word for clay (titu), 
the material used when creating man out of another dead rebel-god (perhaps called Alla) in an 
earlier Akkadian epic poem, the Atra-hasis.36 Some scholars think that this story may not be ear- 
lier than the Orphic Rhapsodies (late Hellenistic or Imperial age).37 The similarity with the 
Akkadian texts may be seen as an indicator of an earlier date (so Burkert (1999) 85).38 West 

(1983) 164-6 attributes the story to the 'Eudemian' Theogony, but his reasons for doing so, and 
for denying its presence in the predecessors of the Derveni poem, are, in this case, weak. It has 
been argued, and I fully agree, that men's descent from the impious Titans lies behind the eschat- 

ological views of Pindar (fr. 133 S.-M. = 65 Cannata-Fera, 01. 2.57) as well as those of the 
Thourioi 'Orphic' golden leaves, and the more recently discovered one from Pelinna.39 This 

brings us back to the early fifth century, certainly before the date West has imagined for his 
'Eudemian' Theogony (Athens, second half of the fifth century). I would not rule out the possi- 
bility that it may have been told in a poem belonging to the same tradition as the Derveni one. 

Further passages in ancient Orphic poems show possible Near Eastern influence. A verse 

quoted in the Derveni papyrus seems to represent Zeus as having swallowed the phallus of his 

predecessor. This is remarkably close to an episode in the Hittite Kumarbi myth, much more 

36 A fuller text of the Standard Babylonian Version of 
the poem has been published by George and Al-Rawi 

(1996), and a new Late Babylonian manuscript has been 

published by B6ck and Marquez Rowe (1999-2000). It is 
clear now that, as it was already suspected, in the SB ver- 
sion the slaughtered god was indeed the leader of the 

rebel-gods: this was very probably the case also in the 
Old Babylonian and LB versions. In the SB version the 
name of the god, as read by George and Al-Rawi, is Alla, 
as it was also in a Middle Assyrian bilingual account of 
the creation (KAR 4, 25-6), where the plural, 'the Alla- 

gods', is used. The editors suggest that this may refer to 
the whole group of dead gods, which include Dumuzi, 
Kingu, Mummu and Asakku: cf Livingstone (1986) 194- 
9. In SB II 104 he seems to have been identified as 'an 
Enlil of old' (cf. also George and Al-Rawi (1996) 187), 
suggesting a comparison with 'the Enlils who rebelled' 
and 'the seven conquered Enlils' of later mythology: cf 
Livingstone (1986) 155, 17, 194, 198, rev. 8. The inter- 

pretation of his name in the OB version is controversial: 
dPI-e or dPI-e-i-la, often read as We or We-ila. For his 
name in the text offered by the new LB tablet, which is 

perhaps corrupted, cf B6ck and Marquez Rowe (1999- 
2000) 173-4, who also question the reading 'Alla' 
(dNAGAR) in SB I 42 and II 103, where they would 
rather read dPI-e there as well. 

The lexical similarity with Greek Tt'r&vE would be 
closer, e.g. in a text such as SB II 113, where the rebel- 

god's flesh and blood are mixed with Nintu's clay 
(titdsa). Burkert ((1992) 38, 94-5 and (1999) 19) notes 
that, according to some late sources, the names of the 
Titans was derived from the tixavo; ('plaster', with a 

short iota, but cf Akkadian (titu), 'clay', which has the 
long vowel) with which they disguised their faces when 
attacking the child Dionysos, and that the vanquished 
gods were represented by clay figurines in Near Eastern 
magic ritual (though clay figurines, Akkadian salme sa 
titi, were used for a wider range of purposes and are not 

particularly connected with the group of the vanquished 
gods). For new hypotheses on the Near Eastern cultic 
and mythic background of the Titans, cf: Bremmer 

(2003), who argues for a contact in Northern Syria. 
37 Brisson (1992), who argues for an Imperial date, 

and Edmonds (1999): see, contra, Bemabe (2003) with 

previous bibliography. For a different perspective, cf 
also Ellinger (1993) 147-95. 

38 Bottero (1991) makes clear that in the Mesopot- 
amian myths the killing of a god to create mankind can- 
not be interpreted as a sort of 'original sin' (or as an 
'antecedent sin'), but does not rule out the possibility 
that, subjected to a different interpretation in later times, 
it may have been the 'source premiere' of the Orphic tra- 
dition. In any case, if, as I believe, the same tradition is 
also the background of the golden leaves, it appears that 
the creation from the Titans provides men with both an 
'antecedent sin' and a claim to divine origin. In the 
Akkadian poem it is the presence of the god which guar- 
antees some form of survival for man after death. 

39 Cf Lloyd-Jones (1985), above all 86 n.15, quoting 
the relevant passages signalled by A. Henrichs: 

Empedocles seems to offer an original elaboration of the 
motif: cf. Riedweg (1995), in particular 45, and the qual- 
ifications of Di Marco (1998) 47-9. 
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than the two relevant passages in Hesiod's Theogony, where Kronos castrates his father Ouranos, 
and Zeus swallows his own wife Metis (Burkert (1999) 81-2). The interpretation of the text of 
the Orphic poem, however, is in my opinion far from certain, and I would not rule out the pos- 
sibility that West's reading of the passage (West (1983) 85-6), according to which Zeus would 
be swallowing his predecessor, not just his phallus) may, after all, be right.40 On either reading, 
however, the Orphic text remains closer to the Hittite version than Hesiod. 

Even leaving Orphic tradition aside, it is not in doubt that the Akkadian epic tradition had a 
wide-ranging influence on Archaic Greek poetry. What is less clear is the dynamics of such con- 
tacts. Both Burkert and West have argued that at least certain cases suggest the possible media- 
tion, at some stages, of bilingual poets.41 This sounds very reasonable, and I would argue for the 
possibility that the insertion of Acheloios' Ive; in Zeus's creation as the origin of the sea and the 
rivers may have been the work of a poet who knew that the two Mesopotamian rivers were cre- 
ated by Marduk from the nman of Tiamat, the Sea. It is not my opinion that this verbal image 
was the creation of the composer of our Orphic 'Theogony': he may have taken the image from 
some older cosmogonic poetic tradition, in its turn possibly influenced, also at a verbal level, by 
Near Eastern sources. 

4. OCEAN AND ACHELOIOS 

In the Derveni Orphic poem, Acheloios is not alone, his appearance being preceded by Zeus's 
mental creation of Ocean. The two figures were obviously in competition. Two Orphic verses 
are quoted by Plato, Kratylos 402b (=fr. 15 Kern): 'Oceanus first, the fair-flowing, initiated mar- 
riage; / he was husband to Tethys, his own sister from one mother' (trans. West (1983) 118). This 
implies that, as in Iliad 14, in at least some Orphic tradition this also was the primeval couple, a 
mythological feature which arguably goes back to the primeval couple Apsu/Tiamat in Enuma 
elis as well, through some different channel.42 The two lines quoted by Plato cannot easily fit 
into the sequence of the Derveni 'Theogony', though they may belong to a similar poem. They 
show, in any case, that such a tradition was circulating at his time:43 in the Orphic and in the 
Iliadic traditions it was impossible to do without Ocean. Both traditions found their own ways 
to accommodate the two figures. In Iliad 21 there are good reasons to think that the shorter ver- 
sion was the earlier one: the longer version represents Acheloios as a power inferior to Ocean, 
and thereby makes the passage consistent with the role of the origin of all waters that Ocean has 
in the rest of the poem. 

In the Derveni 'second' creation the Acheloios line stands out as being the only one where the 
act is described as a purely physical one, ?yKcXaTEX?', as opposed to the acts of mental creation 
(|inroato) used in this section (cJf. vv. 36 and 38 in West's reconstruction, and the new recon- 

40 This reading of the text, though within a different 
general explanation, is adopted also by Brisson (2003). 

41 Burkert (1999) 32-4; West (1997a) 621-4. For var- 
ious possible contexts of bilingual interaction, cf: also 
Haider (1996); Rollinger (1996) 202-10; Weiler (1996) 
218-22; Niemeier (2001). 

42 This was first argued by W.E. Gladstone in 1890: 
cf Burkert (1992) 91-3; West (1997a) 144-8. 

43 It is doubtful, in my opinion, that Orph.fr. 15 Kern 
may properly fit into West's reconstruction of the Orphic 
'Eudemian' Theogony, based on the divine genealogy 
summarized by Plato, Timaeus 40e. Ocean may have 
prominently featured also in other Orphic poems: cfJ 
West (1983) 184-90 for an attempt to identify the 
primeval pair 'water and mud' in the 'Hieronyman' 

Theogony (and, in West's reconstruction, also in the 
'Protogonos' one) with Ocean and Tethys. The evidence 
is tenuous, and susceptible of different interpretations. 
Gregory of Nazianzus in fr. 171 Kern is probably con- 
flating in his survey both Zeus and Kronos (cfJ 
gItao6Tevov): in this case he may be referring to the dis- 
sension between Ocean and Kronos attested in the 
Rhapsodies. In any case, if Gregory and, more impor- 
tantly, Athenagoras, Pro Christianis 18 =fr. 57 Kern, do 
imply an Orphic theogony with Ocean and Tethys as the 
primeval couple, and if Athenagoras' poem is to be iden- 
tified with the 'Hieronyman' Theogony, I would expect 
the Kratylos quotation to come from a precursor of that 
poem. A consequence of this would be that Plato knew at 
least two different Orphic Theogonies. 
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struction of West's v. 45 [= 46] by Tsantsanoglou as [ax])]ap []x.?i 6[ ndav]xa Aib[; (pp9lv 
i]u]oaa[o ?pya], in Bemabe (2000) 61), a feature paralleled also in Parmenides' doxa-creation, 

where the Goddess xpWOrItoTo v Lt?V "Epcoa E05&v gll:ocato zavTcd ov (fr. 13 DK). This may well 
suggest the idea that the Acheloios lines were not originally composed for this context: their 
insertion in the 'jioraxro-sequence' is probably the result of a compromise. The verb suggests 
physical insertion of a building material into a structure,44 and recalls the quasi-cosmogonic 
creation of Achilles' shield with the insertion of Ocean: Ev 6' ?Ti6ei (formulaic introduction) 
noxatroio &yxa o0evo; 'QKcavoio (II. 18.607).45 The local preverb within the context of the 
iep6o; X6yo; may be understood as having its reference in the created world in general, just as the 
items of the Iliadic passage were inserted into the shield itself. On the other hand, it is possible 
to connect it more strictly to the last mentioned item: 'Zeus inserted Acheloios' yve; within 
Ocean'. Such an image was to be a fruitful way of solving the problem posed by the competition 
of the two gods: Acheloios, being within Ocean, may easily be identified with Ocean himself. 

5. FURTHER TRACES OF A 'COSMIC' ACHELOIOS 

This is exactly what we can see in the next poetic passage quoted by the London papyrus, two 
hexameters introduced by the word 'Seleukos in the fifth book of the Herakleia': 

n&[q] 6' ?nop[Fem0].T; ep?i) 'A[]?X[co]ioio) &pyu[po]8iva, 
QKIeavou 7noxTacoio [8t'] eup?oq; by[p]& KeXeUCa; 

Somebody seems to be asking somebody else (probably Herakles) 'how did you cross the stream 
of silver-eddying Acheloios / through River Ocean's wet paths?' Wilamowitz ((1900) 42) argued 
that the two hexameters do, in fact, belong to a quotation of Panyassis, an opinion shared by 
Matthews in his edition of the poet in 1974, and, with some doubts, by Bemab (fr. dub. 31). M. 
West, reviewing Matthews' edition, has argued that the lines may rather belong to some unknown 
Hellenistic poet called Seleukos.46 This is very unlikely. That the Seleukos in the London 

papyrus is Seleukos b 'OUrlipIKOc, the early first-century AD grammarian quoted thrice elsewhere 
in this papyrus (col. 6.15-16, col. 15.16ff., 24ff.) and not an otherwise unknown poet, is almost 
certain. That something has gone wrong in the tradition of the text is shown by the infinitives in 
lines 11, 17 and 18: a verb of saying has been omitted after Seleukos' introduction in line 8. 
There are several reasons for thinking that the lines do belong to Panyassis: (a) he is the best 
known author of a Herakleia in several books; (b) Seleukos quotes otPanyassis elsewhere (fr. 12 

Bernabe); (c) Panyassis deals with Acheloios' problems in at least two other fragments: infr. 2.2 
Bemabe he mentions KatorakirS 'AX%EfoiSo; aeui porov ifSOwp, sharing with many other fifth- 

century authors the idea that all springs derive from Acheloios; fromfr. 20 Bernabe it appears 
that he spoke of 'AxeXli8t6eh; nymphs when talking of the same Lydian river known as 

'AXXecloS in most versions of Iliad 24.616 (a variant 'A?eXidio ov was known in antiquity, per- 
haps also connected with the Panyassis passage).47 Within a Herakleia, the lines preserved by 

44 Cf, e.g., Thuc. 1.93 and Call. f. 64.7 Pf. (same 46 West (1976) 172-3. I notice that West (2003) 200 
metrical sedes). has abandoned this hypothesis. 

45 Ocean's position in the Shield is paralleled by his 47 There seems to be independent evidence for the 

position in Proserpina's weaving in Claud. De rapt. Pros. existence of a toponym 'A%Xrn;S / 'AKC?Xiq in that zone. 
1.269-70. West (1983) 257 has argued thatfr. 115 Kern The modified reading 'AK?TicXotOV is accepted in the text 

(ev T)I Ato; Kai K6oprl in sch. Dion. Per. p. 430.24 by West: cf. also West (2001) 280. For the etymology of 
Miiller, with "HpiS; instead of Ko6pl; in Eust. ad loc.) this word and of 'AxX??oio;, cf. van Windekens (1952) 
may belong to the same episode in the Rhapsodies, and 37-9 and 144-5; id. (1960) 7-10, 109-10. 
the detail may go back to the earlier Orphic IEnXkoS, on 
which cf. West (1983) 10-11. 
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the London papyrus would fit very well when speaking of Herakles' raid against Geryones. We 
know fromfr. 9 Bernabe that Panyassis had the hero crossing the external stream with the Sun's 

cup, which he had obtained from Nereus. According to the manuscript ofAthenaios, source of 
this fragment, this was told in Book 1 of the poem. The number had been doubted well before 
the discovery of the London papyrus, since this feat can hardly have taken place at the beginning 
of the poem. According to West (1976), however, even the figure of the London papyrus - five 
- is too low for one of the very last labours within a fourteen-book poem. This may well be right: 
it is possible that the textual corruption after the mention of Seleukos in line 8 has affected also 
the following words; or, perhaps more probably, that the figure five still refers to Seleukos' work, 
and not to the Herakleia - it may well refer to Book 5 of his AiopOoiTlcio, quoted by the London 

papyrus col. 15.24-5 when discussing the athetesis of 1. 21.290-2.48 The textual corruption 
would have arisen by jumping from one numeral to the other: the original text may have been 

something like ?X?xuKOS 6' EV ?' <TOV Atop0CTlKV ZTOV alTbv 'QKE?tavo T6v 'AX?OXEiov ?vaI 

lavaoCaiv Oao(paiv?t Xeyovta ?v ?> 'HpaKX?iat.49 Another strange feature is the 'Doric' 
contracted genitive apyopo6iva: we know too little about Panyassis' tradition to doubt whether 
he may have used such forms, or that they may have crept into his work. In any case, it is worth 

remarking that in the preserved Panyassis fragments contracted (or, for that matter, uncontract- 
ed) Ionic -?c)o/ -?Cov forms are never attested: contrast BE-jptviTxao twice (frr. 4 and 5 Bemabe), 

aocov and ?U(ppooDvaCov (fr. 16.8, 19 Berabe). 
The attribution to Panyassis leads us once again to the early fifth century, and offers a further 

step towards the solution of the Acheloios problem. His idea is not incompatible with one pos- 
sible reading of the Derveni theogony, where, as we have seen, Acheloios, being within Ocean, 
might easily have been identified with him. 

In later times there are, to my knowledge, only two texts that still reflect Acheloios' previous 
cosmic role. One of them is Kallimachos' Hymn to Demeter, where at vv. 13-14 Demeter is 
addressed: 'thrice did you go over silver-eddying Acheloios / and as many times did you cross 
each of the perennial rivers'. These lines, showing several verbal similarities with the Herakleia 
passage, are best explained if the poet alludes to Demeter's cosmic wanderings, even beyond the 
world's boundaries, and not only in reference to the north-western Greek river. Kallimachos is, 
moreover, giving the aition for a ritual habit. The clue, once again, is offered by the London 
papyrus: Seleukos [says] that 'many people sacrifice to Acheloios before sacrificing to Demeter, 
since Acheloios is the name of all the rivers and the crop comes from water'. In his possibly 
'cosmic' setting of the river, Kallimachos may also reflect, as he does elsewhere, Zenodotos' text 
of the Iliad. 

Another mention of a 'cosmic' Acheloios is to be found in one of the lyric poems which have 
been found in an early third-century BC papyrus with a collection of banquet songs from a Greek 
garrison in Elephantine in southern Egypt (PBerol. inv. 13270). The theme of one of these songs 
(PMG 917 (c)) is a naval metaphor: the speaker fears that the ship may have gone too far abroad 
and says that drops (6p6oo0)50 of Acheloios have already touched it (v. 5: [va& T]oi T Tyav 
'AXEoiouo 5p6opo[t], as supplemented by Wilamowitz). Some have understood this passage as 
indicating the danger of rain or, more vaguely, stormy waves: it is far more probable that the ship 
has ventured well beyond usual routes, into the realm of 'cosmic' Acheloios.51 

48 Some of his other works were in several books: 50 Perfectly suitable also for salt-water in late 
Ath. 9.398a quotes Book 5 of his n?pli 'E,XXqvtioCD, and Classical and Hellenistic poetic language (cf., e.g., Eur. 
the London papyrus col. 15.16-17 Book 3 of his Against IT 255, 1192; Ferrari (1988) 207-8). 
Aristarchos 'signs. 51 Cf. D'Alessio ap. Ferrari (1988) 207 n.63. 

49 For the central part of the supplement (made e.g.), 
cf. West (2003) 200. 
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6. ACHELOIOS, DODONA AND EUROPE 

Another Acheloian tradition seems to have been more copious. The equation between the god's 
name and 'water' in general is well attested since the fifth century. It is fairly common in Attic 
dramatic texts and continues into Hellenistic epigram. Ephoros (FGrHist 70 F 20b), quoted by 
both the London papyrus and Macrob. Sat. 5.18.6 (via Didymos), traces it back to Dodonean rit- 
ual usage, where oaths were sworn in Acheloios' name. In this case, too, a Zenodotean variant 
to an Iliadic passage may help us to insert a couple of further tesserae into the mosaic. 

In Iliad 16.234 Zeus is A6c0v r15 gE;??cv 8-1oX ptgOou. The T scholia to this passage inform 
us that oi nE?pi Zrv66otov "noXorn`iaxKo; 6ita T KcakriatXou (fr. 630 Pf.) "Kp'nveow ' 

Ei'p(Dcrni gtiyyog?vov cKaT6OV". There are a few obscure aspects in this quotation: oi riepi 
Zrlv66ooov in the Homeric scholia usually refers to Zenodotos himself, but, while Zenodotos' 
text is known to have influenced Kallimachos, the reverse is much more unlikely. So, either in 
this passage the sentence means that 'Zenodotos' pupils' defended their predecessor's reading 
with a Kallimachean passage,52 or the text of the scholion has been badly compressed, and the 
later Kallimachean parallel has become the reason for the change.53 In any case, the relation 
between the Homeric reading and Kallimachos' line is not immediately clear. The latter may be 
understood against the background of the first, while the reverse, at least in the present stage of 
our knowledge, is not possible. Kallimachos' Europe must have had something to do with 
Dodona's many springs. 

Once again, discussion has focused on the reasons for Zenodotos' change, taking for granted 
that it was he who first changed the text in this way. No satisfactory reason has, however, been 

proposed: Zenodotos is supposed to have thought that 'wintry' was an unworthy epithet for 

Zeus's domain; or he may have wished to distinguish between a Dodona in Thesprotia (cf. I. 
2.750, 86Xe?i?gEpov, without recorded variants)54 and another one (this one) in Thessaly.55 Both 

explanations seem very unlikely to me. Zenodotos' reading does not obviously look like an 

attempt to solve a problem. It is better explained as having arisen within a tradition. At what 

stage, it is not easy to say, but a fifth-century terminus ante quem for a tradition connecting the 

springs of Dodona with Acheloios and the origin of all waters may safely be argued. 
The missing link is offered by the first Pindaric fragment quoted in the London papyrus on 

21.195 (fr. 249b S.-M.). Pindar is speaking of what used to be the most famous place produc- 

ing reeds to make auloi. This was near Orchomenos, where, by the celebrated (A)kidalia spring, 
the waters of the rivers Melas and Kephisos mingled together before flowing into Lake Kopais. 
In Pindar's text the reed is nurtured by the streams of Melas and by i' 'A Xcoioio (...) EiDpontic 

Kpcva. There is no other mention of an Europia spring near Orchomenos. Pindar is not giving 
the spring's name; rather, he is saying that the spring derives from Europe.56 And from 

52 Rengakos (1993) 83 (after Bergk). 55 Rengakos (1993) 83 (after van der Valk); the sec- 
53 Some confusion may have arisen from the fact that ond explanation in Janko (1992) 239 on the ground that 

two Zenodotoi seem to have dealt with the problem: Zenodotos read (rycovaie in the preceding line, and that 

Zenodotos of Ephesos, with his reading of the Homeric a certain Suidas understood this as referring to a 

passage, and Zenodotos of Alexandria, a Homeric schol- Thessalian cult. Other sources, on the other hand, con- 

ar and, possibly, commentator of Kallimachos, who dealt nect it to the prophetic oak, (pryy6;, and there is no reason 

with Europa's genealogy (fr. 622 Pf.). One of the two to believe that Zenodotos did not think that Achilles was 

JHS readers has suggested that Zenodotos of Mallos (also addressing the god of the Thesprotian sanctuary: for fur- 

later than Kallimachos) may have been meant. ther details, cf. Cappelletto (1999). 
54 Same metrical sedes (noX)nribaKo;, on the other 56 Cf Pfeiffer ad loc. and Loscalzo (1989) 23-4. 

hand, occurs five times in the Iliad, once in the Hymn to 

Aphrodite, and once in the Cypria, always referring to Mt 

Ide, and always occupying the fifth foot). 
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Kallimachos we know that Europe was the place, obviously close to Dodona,57 where a hundred 

springs mingled. In local cult this was certainly identified with a manifestation ofAcheloios, and 
with the origin of all spring-water. Whoever first used the adjective nokxbniaxKoS in 11. 16.234 
did not do so in order to avoid saYxeFli,epou. His reason was the desire to have in this passage 
an allusion to one of the prominent cultic features of Dodona. The variant may well go back to 
Pindar's time, if not before. The connection of Dodona with the origin of all streams is also 
reflected in Kallimachos, who may well be also alluding to the Pindaric passage. At a later time, 
it is against this same cultic, mythic and textual background that Virgil in vv. 8-9 of the first book 
of his Georgica mentions both the Chaoniam ... glandem and the pocula ... Acheloia. He can with 
this allude both to the famous oak and to the famous springs, and to famous discussion on famous 

texts, whose textual streams mingled with each other, producing an abundant textual crop.58 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The shorter version of Achilles' speech in 11. 21.184-99, far from being the result of the arbitrary 
expunging of line 195 by later scholars, reflects an Archaic tradition where Acheloios was seen 
as the origin of all waters, including the sea. In the Orphic Derveni 'Theogony' Acheloios is also 
seen as the origin of the whole sea. According to this poem, Zeus inserts into his creation 
Acheloios' 'sinews', indicating the springs and rivers from which the sea derives. Some of the 
features present in both passages, as well as the iconography of Acheloios himself as a human- 
headed bull, find interesting parallels in Near Eastern, particularly Mesopotamian, traditions. 

Acheloios, especially as represented in the shorter version of the Iliadic passage and in the 
Derveni poem, was a figure in functional competition with Ocean. Ocean is much more popu- 
lar in literary texts, but seems never to have matched Acheloios as an actual object of cult. It is 
therefore interesting to find that both the tradition of the Iliad and the Orphic 'Theogony' found 
different ways to accommodate the two figures. The combative Acheloios, also identified with 
an actual, important river in north-west Greece, is, from a rhetorical point of view, a better cli- 
max for Achilles' speech in Iliad 21, preceding his fight with Xanthos/Skamandros; his focusing 
on Acheloios is also paralleled by his preference for the Zeus of Dodona in 16.233-5. It is easy 
to understand, on the other hand, that the unusual cosmological implication of the passage may 
have been felt to be incompatible with the role played by Ocean in the rest of the poem, notably 
in Book 14: the longer version, with line 195, represents a solution to the problem. The shorter 
version is clearly the earlier one. It is possible, however, that the presence of Ocean in this sec- 
tion (line 195) goes back to a period not much later than its appearance within the monumental 

poem.59 In the Orphic poem too - where the Acheloios passage, with Zeus inserting his 'sinews' 

57 It may have been connected with the hundred 
springs on Mt Tmaros' slopes mentioned by Theopom- 
pos, FGrHist 115 F 319. According to Akestodoros, 
quoted by Epaphroditos in his commentary on Aitia II 
(fr. 53 Pf.), Dodonos was the son of Zeus and Europa. 

58 Virgil's pairing of the oak and the arista, under the 
sign of alma Ceres, is probably also an allusion to the 
pairing of 6pDv and 6ojuvta Oeolio(p6po; in Call.fr. 1.10 
Pfeiffer = Massimilla (if Housman's supplement is, as I 
believe, correct: on the implications of the Virgilian pas- 
sage, see now G.B. D'Alessio, 'Intersezioni calli- 
machee', forthcoming in A.-T. Cozzoli (ed.), Atti della 
'Giornata di Studi Callimachei, Roma 14-05-2003'). 
The pairing of Ceres and Liber, on the other hand, recalls 
that of AaxIxTlnp and AtI6vooo in Call. Hymn 6.69-71: 
for a detailed analysis of the Virgil passage, cf. Thomas 
(1997) 205-9. 

59 One of the two JHS readers suggests that 'one 
could make a strong case for a date [of the longer ver- 
sion] after the late sixth century' (the proposed date for 
the Derveni 'Theogony'). The fact that the text of the 
Derveni poem seems to represent the same tradition 
about Acheloios as the shorter version of the Iliad pas- 
sage, however, does not rule out the possibility that both 
textual forms might have already been in circulation by 
the time of its composition. I do not think that the longer 
version may be exactly dated: the urge to bring consis- 
tency among the internal data of the monumental poem 
may have taken place quite early. The longer version of 
the Iliad passage, the succession Ocean/Acheloios in the 
Derveni poem and Panyassis' identification of Ocean and 
Acheloios are, in my opinion, all reactions to the prob- 
lems raised by the earlier tradition represented in the 
shorter version. 
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into the world, shows signs of belonging to a tradition different from the rest of the context, 
where Zeus's creation is presented as a mental act - both gods appear in succession, though their 

relationship is differently envisaged. 
It seems, in any case, that literary representations of Acheloios as the origin of all the world's 

waters (including the sea) were giving way to the prominence of Ocean already in the Archaic 

period. A tradition, first represented by Panyassis, actually identifies him with Ocean. In later 
texts Acheloios is very rarely presented in his 'cosmic' role. His function as the origin of all 
fresh waters, on the other hand, has been more persistent, probably due also to his role in the 
cultic practice at Dodona, leading to the fairly widespread poetic usage of his name as a synonym 
for 'fresh water'. 

G.B. D'ALESSIO 

University of Messina 
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